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ABSTRACT

Purpose. How crucial is good serving to succeed in modern days women’s world class tennis? The study aimed to systematically analyse serve efficiency and serving behaviour in elite women’s tennis over 14 years to identify possible training patterns.

Methods. Analyses included historical data on all matches at the Ladies Wimbledon Championships of 2002–2015 (matches: n = 1771; service games: n = 37,717; serves: n = 248,135). The study focused on 2 main comparisons, serve efficiency development in 2002–2015 and possible differences within the women’s tennis world class, between the 1st tournament week (matches: n = 1562; service games: n = 33,150; serves: n = 218,028) and 2nd tournament week results (matches: n = 209; service games: n = 4567; serves: n = 30,107).

Results. An increase over time was observed for the percentages of service games won (p < 0.001), 1st service points won (p < 0.05), and aces served (p < 0.01), whereas double faults served (p < 0.05) and serve and volley points played (p < 0.001) decreased significantly. Direct comparisons of the 1st and 2nd tournament week results favour players competing in the 2nd tournament week, showing significant advantages in the percentages of service games won (p < 0.01), 1st service points won (p < 0.05), and aces served (p < 0.001).

Conclusions. An increased serve efficiency over time was observed, particularly for 1st tournament week results, indicating a more extended women’s world class cohort. However, direct comparisons favour players competing in the 2nd tournament week.
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Introduction

Elite tennis is dominated by great players and legends, no matter if we take a look at women’s or men’s tennis. Whilst in men’s tennis only 4 players ranked No. 1 in the world since 2006, 17 different women reached the top during the same time (Association of Tennis Professionals [ATP] and Women’s Tennis Association [WTA] homepage, Rankings). Serena Williams is based on her time as No. 1 (319 weeks) and her number of Grand Slam titles (23) the most successful active female tennis player (WTA homepage, Rankings).

In order to be so successful and win all these titles, Serena Williams dominates with her powerful baseline game and her even more powerful serve, which is commonly known as the best serve in women’s tennis (history), especially under her opponents (e.g. current No. 2, Simona Halep: ‘best serve forever,’ WTA homepage). Her serve seems to separate her from her opponents, which underlines the value of the serve in modern tennis. Whilst in elite men’s tennis the importance of the serve, return, and opening shots is well known and analysed [1–3], a longitudinal research focusing on women’s serve efficiency might benefit a better un-
derstanding of success in elite women's tennis. Elite men win 84% of their service games, 75% of 1st serve points, and 52% of their 2nd serve points, while serving more than 10% of aces [3]. Comparable to men's serving, Serena Williams has served the fastest women's serve (122 mph) at the Ladies Wimbledon Championships 2019. However, in general women's serve efficiency remains to be elucidated.

Certainly, tennis players and tennis coaches are most interested in being as successful as possible in reaching the top levels of professional tennis. Therefore, it is most important to understand the characteristics of the sport in order to identify what makes tennis players successful and, thus, what is needed to win titles at the elite level. The International Tennis Federation (ITF) and both the ATP and the WTA deliver several statistics from their matches, serving as information for the commentators and the interested audience but also for the players and coaches in order to improve their own game or prepare for their upcoming opponents. Encouraged by the ITF [4] and the ongoing interest in scientific achievements, scientists also use these statistics to recognize and underline past, current, and possible future elements of the sport.

Whilst elite men's tennis [1, 3, 5–9] has regularly been in the focus of scientific analyses and research, only a small number of studies compare gender-specific differences [10–15]. In fact, elite women's tennis [16–18] often remains to be elucidated scientifically, especially regarding long-term analyses.

Therefore, the present study focused on the development in serve efficiency over an extended period of time, by analysing all singles matches played at the Ladies Wimbledon Championships between 2002 and 2015, similar to recently reported male long-term analyses [3]. The 4 Grand Slam tournaments are the only tournaments in the professional tennis calendar which are played over 2 full weeks. They are held with 128 player draws, giving the players the chance of winning a Grand Slam title. The collected data included serve percentages for serve and volley points. In total, 1771 matches with 37,717 service games comprising 484,135 serves were included for analyses. Del Corral and Prieto-Rodríguez [19] revealed no effects of the court surface on a match outcome. Weber and Born [20] and Weber et al. [21] report no effects on rally length, whereas O'Donoghue and Ingram [14] suggest the court surface to be the main indicator for a match outcome and game style. Grass court is known as the fastest surface, being serve-beneficial [7]. The importance of the serve, return, and opening shots in modern tennis is well-documented [1–3, 6] and suggested to be even greater on grass court [12]. With respect to this previous research focused on elite men's tennis, the present study aims to prove increased serve efficiency in elite women's tennis, taking more than a decade of Ladies Wimbledon Championships into account.

The study examines the serve performance, serve success, and serve strategy development over 14 years of Ladies Wimbledon Championships, focusing on world class players, divided into the 1st and 2nd tournament week. It is hypothesized that winning percentages of service games, including 1st and 2nd serve points won, increased over the course of 14 years in elite women's tennis, while serve parameters, like aces and double faults, increased and decreased, respectively. It is also hypothesized that comparing findings of the total tournament, the 1st tournament week and the 2nd tournament week results indicate what separates even more successful women (last 16) from successful women (last 128). The findings may serve as indicators of what is needed to succeed at the highest levels on the way to the ultimate goal in tennis, winning a Grand Slam title.

Material and methods

In collaboration with Brain Game Tennis and with approval of the German Sport University Cologne Ethics Committee, longitudinal data concerning Ladies Wimbledon Championships 2002–2015 were retrieved from the Wimbledon Information System (presented by IBM). The collected data included serve percentages for service games, 1st and 2nd serves, service parameters such as aces and double faults, as well as usage and winning percentages for serve and volley points. In total, 1771 matches with 37,717 service games comprising 248,135 serves of which 10,525 were aces and 12,100 were double faults were included for analyses.

Following the research methodology of an earlier study by Grambow et al. [3], who focused on elite men's tennis, the present study concentrated on 2 main analyses. At first, historical data were analysed for possible developments and changes of elite women's serve behaviour and efficiency (i.e. serve success, serve performance, serve strategy) between 2002 and 2015. Earlier research mostly analysed much smaller sample sizes, focusing on semi-finals to the final or whole tournaments to one year or combined different Grand Slam tournaments.
tournaments [11, 22, 23], but to the knowledge of the authors, there are no published data of elite women’s tennis covering such a long period of time, especially not for the second part of the analyses. Taking 2002 as the starting point seemed appropriate owing to the rebuilding of all grass courts after the 2001 championships. Organizers chose to build the new courts out of 100% perennial rye grass, while the old courts were a 70–30 split of rye grass and creeping red fescue. In addition to this, the ITF decided to use new balls in 2002, which would play faster or slower depending on the surface.

The second focus referred to possible differences within the examined women’s world class, by further separating the data into 1st tournament week totals and 2nd tournament week totals, in order to analyse what set apart even more successful players (e.g. players competing in the 2nd tournament week, last 16) from successful players (e.g. players competing in the 1st tournament week, last 128). Spreadsheets were compiled for all 7 played rounds in each of the 14 analysed years with the following parameters, which are widely accepted as valid measures for serve efficiency [24, 25], for the comparison over time:
- the number of 1st and 2nd serves won by all players (i.e. serve success);
- the number of service games won by all players (i.e. serve success);
- the number of aces served by all players (i.e. serve performance);
- the number of double faults served by all players (i.e. serve performance);
- the number of points played by each player when following a serve and volley strategy (i.e. serve strategy);
- the number of points won by each player when following a serve and volley strategy (i.e. serve strategy);

The recorded parameters for serve efficiency were categorized and assigned to 3 different groups: serve success, serve performance, and serve strategy. While the first category, serve success, shows how successful a player was against her opponents (e.g. service winners, multiple shot rallies, etc.) during serving (i.e. percentages of service games won, 1st serve points won, 2nd serve points won), the second category, serve performance, includes only served aces and double faults, since these parameters are defined only by the server and no shots being played by her opponent. The third category, serve strategy, contains all points being played and won while playing serve and volley. Historically, players used this special strategy in Wimbledon, following their serve directly to the net [26].

Moreover, 1st tournament week totals and 2nd tournament week totals were compared directly. Results of rounds one, two, and three were summarized for 1st tournament week totals (matches: n = 1562; service games: n = 33,150; serves: n = 218,028), whereas results of rounds four, quarter-finals, semi-finals, and final were summarized for 2nd tournament week totals (matches: n = 209; service games: n = 4567; serves: n = 30,107).

Statistical procedures were performed with the use of the SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, version 26.0. (IBM Corp., Armonk, USA), as well as Excel 2016 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, USA).

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied for a direct comparison of 1st tournament week totals and 2nd tournament week totals, with 2nd tournament week totals normed to the size of a general 1st tournament week (i.e. 112 matches). Effect sizes [27] were calculated and interpreted as small (f = 0.10), medium (f = 0.25), and large (f = 0.40). Spearman’s rank correlations analyses were used for the analyses over time, with 0.1 ≤ ρ (rho) < 0.3 interpreted as small, 0.3 ≤ ρ < 0.5 as medium, and ρ ≥ 0.5 as large correlations [27], more recently augmented with the categories of very large for 0.7 ≤ ρ < 0.9 and extremely large for ρ ≥ 0.9 [28].

Data in the text and tables are presented as mean percentages. The significance of the results was set at p < 0.001, p < 0.01, and p < 0.05 for very high significance, high significance, and significance, respectively; trends were accepted for p < 0.10.

**Ethical approval**

The conducted research is not related to either human or animal use.

**Results**

**Serve success**

Analyses for service games won (total tournament: minimum 66.69% in 2002, maximum 71.52% in 2010; last 16: minimum 65.05% in 2003, maximum 75.79% in 2009; Table 1) showed changes from 2002 to 2015 for the total tournament (p < 0.001; ρ = 0.85) and the 1st tournament week (p < 0.01; ρ = 0.71), but not for the 2nd tournament week (p = 0.73; ρ = 0.1; Figure 1). A direct comparison between the 2 tournament weeks revealed advantages in favour of players competing in the 2nd tournament week (p < 0.01; f = 0.55; Table 1).

Analyses for points won following 1st serves (total tournament: minimum 64.10% in 2002, maximum
Analyses for points won following 2nd serves (total tournament: minimum 45.00% in 2003, maximum 46.93% in 2010; last 16: minimum 41.78% in 2003, maximum 49.75% in 2009; Table 1) showed changes from 2002 to 2015 for the total tournament (p < 0.05; ρ = 0.61) and the 1st tournament week (p < 0.05; ρ = 0.58), but not for the 2nd tournament week (p = 0.84; ρ = 0.06; Figure 1). A direct comparison revealed advantages for the 2nd tournament week totals compared with 1st tournament week totals (p < 0.05; f = 0.43; Table 1).

Analyses for points won following 2nd serves (total tournament: minimum 45.00% in 2003, maximum 46.93% in 2010; last 16: minimum 41.78% in 2003, maximum 49.75% in 2009; Table 1) showed changes from 2002 to 2015 for the total tournament (p < 0.05; ρ = 0.48), but not for the 1st tournament week (p = 0.12; ρ = 0.43) and 2nd tournament week (p = 0.97; ρ = −0.01; Figure 1). A direct comparison of both tournament weeks revealed no significant differences (p = 0.64; f = 0.09; Table 1).

Serve performance

Analyses for served aces (total tournament: minimum 3.55% in 2002, maximum 5.17% in 2010; last 16: minimum 4.00% in 2003, maximum 7.04% in 2009; Table 1) showed changes from 2002 to 2015 for the total tournament (p < 0.01; ρ = 0.78) and the 1st tournament week (p < 0.01; ρ = 0.68), but not for the 2nd tournament week (p = 0.20; ρ = 0.37), whereas analyses for served double faults (total tournament: maximum 5.59% in 2002, minimum 4.03% in 2014; last 16: maximum 5.74% in 2009, minimum 4.01% in 2013; Table 1) showed changes from 2002 to 2015 for the total tournament (p < 0.05; ρ = −0.54) and a trend to change for the 1st tournament week (p < 0.10; ρ = −0.53), but not for the 2nd tournament week (p = 0.23; ρ = −0.35; Figure 1). A direct comparison revealed advantages for players competing in the 2nd tournament week by serving more aces (p < 0.001; f = 0.81), but demonstrated no significant differences by serving more or less double faults (p = 0.94; f = 0.02; Table 1).

Serve strategy

Analyses for serve and volley points played (total tournament: maximum 4.86% in 2002, minimum 0.96% in 2014; last 16: maximum 9.65% in 2006, minimum 0.31% in 2010 and 2011; Table 1) showed changes from 2002 to 2015 for the total tournament (p < 0.001; ρ = −0.96) and the 1st tournament week (p < 0.05; ρ = −0.93) whereas analyses for serve and volley points played by players competing in the 1st tournament week (p = 0.06; ρ = −0.72; Figure 1) revealed no significant differences (p = 0.89; f = 0.09; Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Comparison of different tournament weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service games won (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double faults (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serve and volley points played (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serve strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd week</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total tournament</th>
<th>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; week</th>
<th>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service games won (%)</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.85$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.71$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; serve points won (%)</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.61$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.58$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.06$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt; serve points won (%)</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.48$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.43$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aces (%)</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.78$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.68$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.37$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double faults (%)</td>
<td>$\rho = -0.54$</td>
<td>$\rho = -0.53$</td>
<td>$\rho = -0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serve and volley points played (%)</td>
<td>$\rho = -0.96$</td>
<td>$\rho = -0.93$</td>
<td>$\rho = -0.49$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serve strategy</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.08$</td>
<td>$\rho = -0.08$</td>
<td>$\rho = 0.48$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Correlation of different tournament weeks
0.001; \( p = -0.93 \)); the 2nd tournament week presented a trend to change (\( p < 0.10; \ p = -0.49 \)), whereas analyses for serve and volley points won (total tournament: minimum 61.15% in 2011, maximum 70.75% in 2015; last 16: minimum 41.67% in 2003, maximum 84.00% in 2008; Table 1) showed no significant differences for the total tournament (\( p = 0.78; \ p = 0.08 \)) and the 1st tournament week (\( p = 0.78; \ p = -0.08 \)), but a trend to change for the 2nd tournament week (\( p < 0.10; \ p = 0.48 \); Figure 1). A direct comparison of both tournament weeks revealed no differences for serve and volley points played (\( p = 0.91; \ f = 0.02 \)) and serve and volley points won (\( p = 0.99; \ f = 0.0 \); Table 1).

Discussion

The aim of the present study was to find and prove serve efficiency developments in elite women’s tennis, by using a longitudinal approach and analysing 14 years of Ladies Wimbledon Championships. The analysed parameters regarding serve success, serve performance, and serve strategy showed significant changes over time for the total tournament in 5 out of 7 categories, for the 1st tournament week totals in 4 out of 7 categories, but none in any category for the 2nd tournament week totals. These findings are in line with earlier results [29]. Furthermore, the present study aimed to find possible differences within the women’s world class, by directly comparing 1st and 2nd tournament week totals. The findings revealed significant advantages in favour of the players competing in the 2nd tournament week for served aces and success rates of service games won and 1st serve points won. Similar results were observed in elite men’s tennis before [3]. Comparing minimum and maximum achievements for mean values (total tournament results and the 2nd tournament week [last 16] results) regarding serve success and serve performance parameters showed maximum results being closer to today in 9 out of 10 times.

The findings of the comparison over time suggest an increased serve efficiency in elite female tennis at Wimbledon, which may allow an interesting interpretation: tournament totals show an increased number of served aces, as well as increased success rates for the number of service games won and points won after the 1st serve. They also present a decreased number of served double faults. In turn, the findings for 1st tournament week totals show the same significant changes (same categories), only the number of served double faults indicates a statistical trend (0.05 < \( p < 0.10 \)) and the findings for 2nd tournament week totals demonstrate no significant changes over time in any of the analysed parameters. The non-existence of any significant increase or decrease in any of the analysed parameters may lead to a conclusion that professional women’s tennis has become more competitive and balanced. The observations suggest that the even more successful women (e.g. players competing in the 2nd tournament week at Wimbledon, last 16) were serving at a very high efficiency already more than a decade ago, which separates them from their opponents. Moreover, the present study findings now provide evidence of an increased serve efficiency for tournament totals and 1st tournament week totals, but – as mentioned – not for any parameters of 2nd tournament week totals. Thus, the above stated interpretation that the developments over the last years have led to a more balanced women’s world class appears to be robust. Following this line of thought, it seems reasonable to reflect that any found developments concerning increased serve efficiency in elite female tennis have mainly taken place in the extended world class. This observed development seems to have continued and even increased, since a very high number of different women reached the top of the world ranking (8 different women between 2016 and 2020) and won a Grand Slam tournament (11 different winners in the last 17 Grand Slam tournaments between 2016 and 2020) in recent years.

Another interpretation, e.g. the non-existence of significant developments for 2nd tournament week totals, may indicate a certain stagnation in the absolute top levels of women’s tennis, while the extended world class managed to improve and develop their serve efficiency and by this reduce their performance deficit. But since Serena Williams was the winner of the 2002 Ladies Wimbledon Championships and also the winner of the 2015 Ladies Wimbledon Championships (she won 6 times in the analysed 14 years, 7 times in total, after winning 2016; she also won the Australian Open 2017), it also seems reasonable to question a stagnation with respect to the most successful female tennis player of the open era and, on the contrary, suggest the beforehand discussed more balanced women’s world class cohort instead.

In order to find out what is necessary to succeed at the elite level in women’s tennis (e.g. winning Wimbledon), dividing the women’s world class is of relevance, e.g. when comparing the women’s 1st tournament week totals (last 128) to women’s 2nd tournament week totals (last 16) for the first time. The present study findings showed advantages in favour of women competing in the 2nd tournament week, more specifically winning their service games and points on 1st
serves at significantly higher rates than women competing in the 1st tournament week. These players also serve significantly more aces. No differences were found regarding served double faults, winning points on 2nd serves, or the usage and success rates of playing serve and volley. Second serve points won are the only analysed parameter which actually showed advantages for (last 128) women competing in the 1st tournament week (e.g. in 8 out of 14 analysed years); this could be directly related with a higher return of serve quality by (last 16) women competing in the 2nd tournament week. Consequently, this leads to the assumption that a dominant 1st serve including the capability of hitting aces and a high-quality return of serve (more so returning 2nd serves), but, interestingly, not necessarily a strong 2nd serve including serving only few double faults, increases the chances of playing for the title at Wimbledon. Comparing the absolute numbers over the course of the analysed 14 years showed an interesting ratio of aces vs. double faults in elite women’s tennis. While serving 10,525 aces, the players served even more double faults (12,100). This is in contrast to elite men’s tennis, where the players served 38,173 aces while hitting 14,420 double faults over the same time span [3]. Comparing 1st tournament week absolute numbers (8925 aces vs. 10,662 double faults) with 2nd tournament week absolute numbers (1600 aces vs. 1438 double faults) underlines the above stated assumption, as women competing in the 2nd tournament week continue to hit double faults but, more importantly, manage to achieve a positive ratio because of their increased number of aces.

The present study reveals improved serve efficiency, which seems to be crucial to succeed at the highest levels of elite tennis, confirming previous research about well-known importance of serve [1, 2, 6], even more so on grass court at Wimbledon compared with the other Grand Slam tournaments [7, 12, 16].

Findings regarding the analysed serve strategies revealed a significant decrease in the use of serve and volley over time. This decrease applies to the total tournament \( p < 0.001 \) and to the 1st tournament week totals \( p < 0.001 \), but not to the 2nd tournament week totals. These observations are in line with previous results focusing on the 2002–2015 Gentlemen’s Wimbledon Championships, with the difference of an additional significant decrease for the 2nd tournament week totals on top to the same decrease in total tournament and 1st tournament week totals [3]. The findings showed no significant changes for the serve and volley winning percentages of total tournament and 1st tournament week totals. A change of game style in modern tennis seems obvious [30]; however, the success rates remained stable at 65% over the analysed 14 years, similar to previously found, with slightly higher winning percentages for the men’s success rates [3]. Although statistically only indicated by trend \( p = 0.08 \), it seems reasonable to discuss the 2nd tournament week totals increase of the serve and volley success rates. Over time, a development from below 60% to more than 75% could be revealed, including a variance in mean values ranging from 42% (in 2003) to 84% (in 2008) or 83% (in 2011). However, these numbers have to be taken with care, since the usage rate percentages of the 2nd tournament week totals are rather low (e.g. mean percentage over the 14 years: 2.39%), including great variances (e.g. 2006: 9.65%, 2010 and 2011: 0.31%). Particularly in years 2010 and 2011, when in the completed 2nd tournament week serve and volley was played for only 6 times, the sample size may be considered as too small to allow for any interpretation.

**Limitations**

In science, prospective trials should always be preferred over retrospective analyses. Analysing professional tennis competition at the elite level in order to gain knowledge appropriate to possibly impact on future practice contents is only possible with a retrospective study design, particularly in this case with an amount of data covering a period of 14 years.

Findings regarding the serve success, serve performance, or serve strategy may be influenced by a medical issue as the competing players may not be in their best health condition; however, given the enormous number of total matches (e.g. 24 injury retirements out of 1771 analysed matches), a potential data interference may be considered as minor to none.

Every player competing in the 2nd tournament week is part of the 1st tournament week totals, given the structure in which Grand Slam tennis tournaments and professional tennis tournaments in general are played in (e.g. knockout system).

The analysed data presented by IBM pre-set categories like ‘serve and volley points played,’ ‘serve and volley points won,’ or ‘aces’ may be considered as limiting themselves, since the official category definitions are most reasonable, but ultimately non-verifiable pre-set definitions providing the used official data. Furthermore, the pre-set categories like ‘1st serve points won’ present the outcome, but not the content of the game, since the 1st serve itself not necessarily decided the point.

The comparability of the collected findings is limited to certain areas. All analysed matches were played on
The aim of the present study was to analyse elite women’s serve efficiency over an extended period of time and to look for possible keys on the way to succeed at the highest possible stage, in order to be able to suggest present and future practice patterns. Therefore, the study analysed all played singles matches at the Ladies Wimbledon Championships between 2002 and 2015. In order to examine possible differences within the women’s world class, the data was not only analysed over time but also compared the 1st tournament week totals with the 2nd tournament week totals. The findings provide long-term evidence for an increased serve efficiency development, particularly for an increased serve success and better serve performances. Over time, the rates for service games won, points won on 1st serve, and served aces increased, while, simultaneously, the number of served double faults decreased. These observations are consistent for tournament totals and most pronounced in the 1st tournament week totals, whereas the 2nd tournament week totals were unaffected between 2002 and 2015. Thus, a more balanced women’s world class may be suggested with the extended world class having closed in over the analysed 14 years (developments in the 1st tournament week totals; however, not in the 2nd tournament week totals, which may result from better performances in the first place). Furthermore, it seems important to emphasize that the findings for the 1st tournament week totals compared with the 2nd tournament week totals are in favour of women competing in the 2nd tournament week; this concerns served aces and success rates for service games won and 1st serve points won. Interestingly, 2nd serve points won over the analysed period are the only analysed serve success or serve performance parameter which showed no significant improvement over time. Moreover, 2nd serve points won are the only parameter where the 1st tournament week totals showed advantages over the 2nd tournament week totals (e.g. in 8 out of 14 analysed years). This could be related directly to an increased return of serve quality by the (last 16) women competing in the 2nd tournament week.

With this, future research may underpin whether a good 2nd serve leading to higher success rates on the 2nd serves effectively has a smaller impact on the way to succeed at the highest level in elite female tennis (e.g. winning Wimbledon), hinting to the importance of the return of serve, especially returning 2nd serves. Eventually, this may suggest an easy chance for player improvement and, thus, possible separation from competitors; future practice patterns may benefit from the above considerations. In this regard, the long-term analyses of the present study also provide evidence for a gradually diminishing serve and volley strategy, although success rates of serve and volley play remained stable (at around 65%). Future research may also investigate a possible transferability of the findings, e.g. with respect to other surfaces or strategies.

Conclusively, an increased serve efficiency (serve success and serve performance) over time indicates a more extended world class in women’s elite grass court tennis and underlines the importance of good serving and the necessity of implementing this in professional practice.

Coaching implications

Following the findings of this study, possible guidelines as presented could be implemented in current and future practice. The observed winning percentages on 1st serves (64–70%) and 2nd serves (45–50%) should serve as benchmarks:

– In the 2nd serve drill, the player has to play 20 points and is allowed to serve only 1 serve per point (2nd serve). The player has to win at least 9 points to succeed; every number over 9 points has to be considered very good. If the player fails to reach the 9 points, the drill has to be done again.

– In the 1st serve drill, the player has to play 20 points and is allowed to serve only 1st serves. The point will start only after a successful 1st serve, even if the player needs more attempts. The player has to win at least 13 points; every number over 13 points has to be considered very good. If the player fails to reach the 13 points, the drill has to be done again.

– Both drills playing at least 20 points will take some time, but underline the importance of the serve (and the return of serve for the training partner) and reflect the percentage of how much the serve, return, and opening shots should be implemented in the modern tennis practice. It should also be preferred to outplay the points instead of only serving (which nevertheless should also be done), since the contemplated winning percentages relate not only to the serve alone, but also to the gameplay afterwards.
The findings show elite women serve more double faults than aces, but players competing in the 2nd tournament week (last 16) achieve a slightly positive ratio. Nevertheless, a drill for 2nd serves in order to decrease the number of double faults in elite women’s tennis seems beneficial. The presented numbers relate to professional practice:
- Each service box should be split up into 3 zones (wide, body, and centre) in order to have 6 different target zones acting as levels 1–6. The player may choose where to start and serve five 2nd serves aiming for the same target zone. When serving all five 2nd serves successful to the chosen zone, the player reaches the second level (new target zone). With 4 successful serves, the player stays in the current level and serves again 5 serves in order to reach the next level. With 3 successful serves, the player has to go 1 level down and try to pass the previous level successful again. With 2 or less successful 2nd serves, the player has to start from level 1 all over again. The drill finishes with 5 successful serves at level 6. Exercising this drill secures a high number of 2nd serves being served by the player, while getting to know the player’s favourite serving directions (interesting for the player and the coach). In this way, the player may know where to aim in match situations, while being under pressure. In addition, the less favourite target zones may be trained more in the future.
- Alternatively, the drill may be used for psychological practice as well if (1) players compete against a training partner and (2) have to announce deciding serves (e.g. the final 5th serve after successfully hitting the previous 4 serves to a target zone or hitting the deciding serve for a restart at level 1, in order to be watched serving the final attempt by the coach and the training partner(s).
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